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"Become a better astrologer! Using the methods in this book, you will learn to quickly identify and interpret natal chart aspect patterns for
clients." - Stephanie Clement 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $17.95

Sales price without tax $17.95

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 
About The Book

Sometimes chart interpretation is so complex, you can't see the forest for the trees. With Aspect Patterns, you'll actually begin by seeing the
forest-the big picture. How the planets line up in a natal chart reveals an overall snapshot of one's personality, while specific aspect patterns
offer details on how these traits unfold in character development, and in decisions concerning relationships, career, and life path.

This valuable guide for astrologers presents a simple and systematic approach to aspect pattern interpretation-an important, but often difficult,
element of astrological consultation. The natal charts of Carl Jung, J. K. Rowling, Paula Abdul, Celine Dion, and other cultural icons provide
colorful examples of how aspect patterns reveal the true "story" of any individual 's natal chart. Using the tried-and-true techniques in Aspect
Patterns, you will: 
 
• Learn to identify the aspect pattern in any natal chart, using the step-by-step instructions
• Become familiar with the character traits, desires, and needs associated with each pattern
• Find aspect patterns within picture patterns
• Discover new insights into the classic patterns introduced by Jones and Jansky

• Gain skill in integrating multiple chart factors into a consistent personalized story

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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